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ABSTRACT: Following the observation of coherent oscillations in nonlinear spectra of
photosynthetic pigment protein complexes, in particular, phycobilliproteins such as PC645,
coherent vibronic transport has been suggested as a design principle for novel light-
harvesting materials. Vibronic transport between energetically remote pigments is coherent
when the presence of a vibration resonant with the electronic energy gap supports transient
delocalization between the electronic excited states. We establish the mechanism of
vibronic transport for a model heterodimer across a wide range of molecular parameter
values. The resulting mechanistic map demonstrates that the molecular parameters of
phycobiliproteins in fact support incoherent vibronic transport. This result points to an
important design principle: Incoherent vibronic transport is more efficient than a coherent
mechanism when energetic disorder exceeds the coupling between the donor and
vibrationally excited acceptor states. Finally, our results suggest that the role of coherent
vibronic transport in pigment protein complexes should be reevaluated.

Excitation transport down an energy gradient, like that
observed in some photosynthetic or artificial light-

harvesting complexes, requires the dissipation of excess
electronic energy into molecular vibrations. Vibronic transport
is a photophysical process that converts an electronic excitation
on one pigment to an electronic and vibrational excitation on
another pigment (or vice versa). Vibronic transport between
detuned pigments has been identified as a potential design
principle for accelerating or controlling exciton migration in
next-generation materials.1−5 Realizing the advantages of
engineered vibrational environments in practical devices,
however, requires a clear understanding of how the mechanism
of vibronic transport changes as a function of the chemical
structure and vibrational dynamics of the pigments.
Vibronic transport between energetically remote pigments is

coherent when the presence of a vibration resonant with the
electronic energy gap supports transient delocalization between
the pair of electronic excited states. Coherent transport allows
for a ballistic spread (population width ∝ time2) of an initially
localized excitation that outraces the diffusive transport
(population width ∝ time) supported by incoherent mecha-
nisms.6,7 Following the observation of coherent oscillations in
nonlinear spectroscopy, many researchers have suggested that
biological pigment protein complexes (PPCs) use coherent

vibronic transport to enhance the rate of light harvesting,3,8−11

but this remains controversial.5,12−14 The continued con-
troversy, despite numerically exact simulations of exciton
transport in the presence of a resonant high-frequency
vibration,2,5,8,11,12,15 points to the need for a clear articulation
of the relationship between molecular parameter values and the
emergent mechanism of vibronic transport, similar to what was
previously achieved for electronic transport mechanisms.16−19

Here we will simulate a minimal vibronic heterodimer to
establish how the vibronic transport mechanism varies across
molecular parameter space. These results map out the
mechanistic regimes and are appropriate for analyzing a wide
variety of vibronic dimers. We use the mechanistic map to
demonstrate that phycobiliproteins, a family of PPCs that
remains a cannonical example of coherent vibronic transport
thought to occur at room temperature,1−3,20,21 in fact undergo
incoherent vibronic transport. This result points to a basic
design principle we suggest is important for understanding
vibrationally mediated exciton transport in both natural and
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artificial materials: Incoherent vibronic transport is more
efficient than a coherent mechanism when energetic disorder
exceeds the coupling between the donor and vibrationally
excited acceptor states. Finally, our results suggest that the role
of coherent vibronic transport for nonbilin PPCs should also be
reevaluated.
In the following, we use a spin-boson Hamiltonian (Figure

1a) to explore the mechanism of vibronic transport in a model
heterodimer where the electronic excitation of the donor (Ed, |
D⟩) and acceptor (Ea, |A⟩) pigments have an energy gap much
larger than the electronic coupling (ΔE = Ed − Ea ≫ V). In this
model, we make use of a linear response formalism22−24 that
allows for an exact coarse-graining of vibrational motion into
collections of effective harmonic oscillators. The electronic
states of both pigments are coupled to independent collections
of low-frequency vibrations (“electronic environment”, Figure
1b,c) that form a thermal bath described by an overdamped
Brownian oscillator spectral density

ω λ
ωγ

ω γ
=

+
J ( ) 2elec elec

elec
2

elec
2

(1)

where λelec is the reorganization energy and γelec is the peak
width. The low-frequency vibrations capture the inertial
component of the vibrational response to pigment excitation
that can arise, for example, from solvent librational modes.24,25

All of the main text results use γelec = 50 cm−1, as often assumed
for photosynthetic PPCs.16 Most pigment excitations are also
coupled to many high-frequency intramolecular vibrations, as
studied using, for example, fluorescence line narrowing
measurements26 and ab initio simulations,5,27,28 but here we
incorporate only a single high-frequency vibration coupled to
the acceptor that directly mediates donor-to-acceptor transport.
The high-frequency vibration is, in turn, coupled to a
continuum of vibrational modes that form a thermal bath and
cause the relaxation of vibrational excitations. In the electronic

basis (Figure 1b), we describe the combined influence of the
high-frequency vibration and its thermal bath on the excitation
energy of the pigments through an underdamped Brownian
oscillator spectral density (“effective vibration”, Figure 1b)

ω λ
γ ω
ω γ ω

=
Ω

Ω − +
J ( ) 2

2

( ) 4eff vib
vib vib

2

vib
2 2 2

vib
2 2

(2)

where λvib = S·Ωvib is the reorganization energy, S is the
Huang−Rhys factor, γvib is the peak width, and Ωvib is the
vibrational frequency. We note that in all calculations presented
here there is a negligible rate of transport between the donor
and acceptor in the absence of the high-frequency vibration,
allowing us to focus on the vibronic transport mechanism.
Whereas simulations performed in the electronic basis can

provide an exact description of the net excitation transport
between the donor and acceptor, they cannot provide clear
insight into the underlying vibronic mechanism because the
dynamics of the resonant vibration are not explicitly described.
To illuminate the mechanism of vibronic transport, the high-

frequency vibration can be included in the system Hamil-
tonian,2,29−32 and the resulting potential energy surface (PES)
can be described as a nested funnel,32 shown in Figure 1c.
Because the vibration is an intramolecular mode on the
acceptor pigment, donor excitation results in an excited-state
PES (Figure 1c) that is equivalent to the ground-state but
vertically shifted by the excitation energy of the donor molecule
(gray curve, vibrational states: |νg⟩); electronic excitation of the
acceptor is coupled to the vibration, however, and results in an
excited-state PES that is both vertically and horizontally
displaced (black curve, vibrational states: |νe⟩). The system
Hamiltonian can be recast in the basis of vibronic states (Spin-
Boson Hamiltonian, Figure 1c), which are indexed by both the
electronic state of the dimer and the nuclear quantum number
of the explicit vibration (|A,νe⟩, |D,νg⟩). The coupling

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of a vibronic dimer Hamiltonian. (b) Diagrammatic representation of the electronic states (|A⟩,|D⟩) and the
corresponding spectral densities in the electronic basis. (c) “Nested Funnel PES”: The system Hamiltonian expressed as potential energy surfaces
(PES) when the high-frequency vibration is explicitly included. The donor PES (gray line, |D⟩) is a vertically displaced copy of the ground-state PES.
The acceptor PES (black line, |A⟩) is both vertically and horizontally displaced from the ground state. The horizontal displacement of the
equilibrium position is S2 . “Spin Boson Hamiltonian”: The system Hamiltonian expressed in the vibronic basis and the corresponding spectral
densities. “Vibronic Coupling”: The coupling between the lowest energy donor and the vibrationally excited acceptor state (Vvib) is smaller than the
electronic coupling between the lowest energy donor and lowest energy acceptor states (V0 = V⟨0g|0e⟩ ≈ V). (d) Schematic representations of the
parameters that determine the mechanism of vibronic transport. krelax is the rate of vibrational relaxation, which is proportional to γvib. δE

2 is the
variance of the vertical excitation energy of the pigments, which is proportional to λelec. σvib is the energy gap between the lowest energy donor and
vibrationally excited acceptor state.
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(“vibronic coupling”, Figure 1c) between the lowest-energy
donor state (|D,0g⟩) and the vibrationally excited acceptor state
(|A,1e⟩) is given by

= ⟨ | ⟩ ≈V V V S0 1vib g e (3)

where V is the bare electronic coupling and ⟨0g|1e⟩ is the
Franck-Condon factor. The energy gap (σvib) between these
states (“Vibronic Detuning”, Figure 1d) depends on the vertical
excitation energy difference between the pigments (ΔE), the
vibrational reorganization energy (λvib), and the vibrational
frequency (Ωvib).
In the vibronic basis there are still two thermal environments

that must be considered. The low-frequency vibrations
(“electronic environment”, Figure 1c) are described by the
same overdamped Brownian oscillator used in the electronic
basis. This results in the pigment excitation energies fluctuating
(“Magnitude of Fluctuations”, Figure 1d) with a variance (δE2)
proportional to λelec. The thermal bath coupled to the high-
frequency vibration is described by a second spectral density
(Jvib) that drives transport between states that have the same
electronic indices but vibrational quantum numbers that differ
by ±1 (green arrows, Figure 1c). When the effective spectral
density (Jeff, eq 2) capturing the combined influence of the
high-frequency vibration and thermal bath in the electronic
basis is described by an underdamped Brownian oscillator, the
thermal bath of vibrational modes coupled to the resonant
vibration (“vibrational environment”, Figure 1c) is described by
an Ohmic spectral density22 (Supporting Information section
IC)

ω
γ

ω=
Ω

ω ω−J ( ) evib
vib

vib

/ c

(4)

where ωc is the cutoff frequency assumed to be much larger
than the frequency of the resonant vibration (ωc ≫ Ωvib). In
this case, the rate of relaxation from the vibrationally excited
acceptor state to the vibrational-ground state (“Vibrational
Relaxation”, Figure 1d) is proportional to γvib. We note that in
the absence of this additional spectral density in the vibronic
basis the high-frequency vibration of a resonant vibronic
heterodimer does not thermalize, leading to an incorrect
equilibrium distribution with equal donor and acceptor
populations.
In what follows, we track the mechanism of vibronic

transport across the space of vibronic parameters expressed in
reduced units defined by their ratio to the vibronic coupling:

Γ = γ
Vvib

vib

vib
, Λ = λ

Velec
elec

vib
, Σ = σ

Vvib
vib

vib
. We find that vibronic

Redfield31 reproduces exciton dynamics simulated with
hierarchically coupled equations of motion (HEOM)33,34

when the low-frequency vibrations are Markovian (Supporting
Information section IIIB), as we assume here. Therefore, in the
following we use HEOM simulations in the electronic basis, as
implemented in QMaster,35 to study the overall rate of
transport between the donor and acceptor, and we use vibronic
Redfield simulations to characterize the underlying vibronic
mechanism. Computational details are given in Supporting
Information section II. We will begin by considering the case
where the donor and vibrationally excited acceptor states have
the same energy (Σvib = 0), and, therefore, vibronic transport is
a resonant process. This represents the best-case scenario for
coherent vibronic transport. In reality, of course, molecular
complexes experience a disordered ensemble of configurations

with a distribution of energy gaps between the donor and
vibrationally excited acceptor states; we will return at the end to
consider how disorder influences optimal behavior in photo-
synthetic pigment protein complexes and engineered devices.
The defining feature of coherent vibronic transport in a

heterodimer is transient delocalization between the donor and
the vibrationally excited acceptor states, which has been
hypothesized to enhance the overall rate of transport between
the detuned donor and acceptor pigments (ka←d) compared
with an incoherent vibronic hopping mechanism. Figure 2a
shows a contour plot of ka←d when the donor and vibrationally
excited acceptor state are in resonance (Σvib = 0) as a function
of the magnitude of thermal fluctuations (Λelec) and the rate of
relaxation (Γvib). Here we determine ka←d by a one-exponential
fit to the total acceptor population (summed over all vibrational
states) simulated with HEOM (Supporting Information section

Figure 2. (a) Overall rate from the donor to acceptor is plotted as a
function of the magnitude of thermal fluctuations (Λelec) and the rate
of relaxation (Γvib) when the donor and vibrationally excited acceptor
states are in resonance (Σvib = 0). Mechanistic regimes are bounded by
colored lines. To the left (right) of the red (blue) solid line is the
coherent (incoherent) regime. To the left (right) of the green
(orange) dashed line, dynamics are relaxation (transport)-limited. The
phycobiliprotein parameters estimated experimentally all fall into the
black box in the incoherent, transport-limited regime. (b−f) Acceptor
populations dynamics simulated with HEOM for different values of
coupling to the thermal environments. The dashed line corresponds to
one period of unitary dynamics between the donor and vibrationally
excited acceptor states. These calculations use Vvib = 0.788 cm−1, γelec =
50 cm−1, and Ed − Ea = 350 cm−1.
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IIIA). We find that ka←d is maximized when the rate of
vibrational relaxation is comparable to the vibronic coupling
(Γvib ≈ 1) and there are minimal thermal fluctuations from the
low-frequency vibrational modes (Λvib ≈ 0). The correspond-
ing total acceptor population dynamics show a rapid rise,
followed by minimal subsequent oscillations (solid line, Figure
2d). The initial rise in acceptor population dynamics is similar
to the dynamics expected between the donor and vibrationally
excited acceptor in the absence of any thermal environments
(dashed line, Figure 2d). This similarity suggests that these
dynamics correspond to an early time delocalization between
the donor and acceptor pigments supported by the resonant
vibration.
We quantify the extent of early time delocalization between

the donor and vibrationally excited acceptor states by
integrating the absolute value of the corresponding off-diagonal
element of the vibronic Redfield density matrix (ρcoh=
|A,1e⟩⟨D,0g|) over one half period of the acceptor population
oscillation (Tcoh), shown as a colored region in Figure 3a.

∫

∫

ρ

ρ
=

| |

| |Λ= Γ=
M

t t

t t

( ) d

( ) d

T

Tcoh
0 coh

0 coh
0, 0

coh

coh

(5)

The extent of coherence decreases as a function of increasing
Γvib, leading to incoherent transport when Γvib = 10, even if
coupling to the electronic environment remains weak (purple
circles, right axis, Figure 3b). The same transition to an
incoherent mechanism occurs more rapidly with increasing
magnitude of thermal fluctuations driven by the low-frequency
vibrations (Λelec), where we find incoherent transport begins by
Λelec ≈ 1. The transition from coherent (Mcoh > 0.8) to
incoherent (Mcoh < 0.2) dynamics is reflected in the early time
behavior of the acceptor population (Figure 2b,d,e): For
coherent dynamics, the initial donor excitation performs
ballistic transport, resulting in at least one large sinusoidal
oscillation of acceptor population; for incoherent dynamics, the
donor excitation performs incoherent hopping transport,
resulting in a slower exponential rise.
In our model of the vibronic heterodimer, the energy gap

between the electronic donor and acceptor states is large
enough (ΔE ≈ Ωvib ≫ V,λelec) that transport following an initial
donor excitation has only two components (Supporting
Information section ID): vibronic transport between nearly
degenerate donor and acceptor states (e.g., |D,0g⟩ → |A,1e⟩)
and vibrational relaxation (e.g., |A,1e⟩ → |A,0e⟩). We
decompose vibronic dynamics into these two fundamental
processes by fitting rate matrix parameters to Redfield
population curves for vibrational states up to νe/g = 2, as

described in Supporting Information section IIIC. Figure 3b
shows the best-fit vibronic transport rate (ktrans, orange lines,
left axis), vibrational relaxation rate (krelax, green lines, left axis),
and the overall donor-to-acceptor rate (ka←d, black line, left
axis) when thermal fluctuations are small (Λelec = 0.01). When
ktrans (krelax) is the smaller of the two best-fit rates and no more
that 0.04 larger than ka←d, we consider the dynamics to be
transport (relaxation) limited. When the relaxation rate is slow
compared with the vibronic coupling (Γvib ≪ 1), vibrational
relaxation is the rate-limiting step to achieve maximal excitation
population on the acceptor. Relaxation-limited vibronic
dynamics explains the two time scales observed in the acceptor
population when Γvib ≪ 1 (Figure 2b,c): Excitation transports
rapidly between the donor and vibrationally excited acceptor
states but reaches the ground vibrational state of the acceptor (|
A,0e⟩) only after the slower process of vibrational relaxation. In
the opposite extreme, when the relaxation rate is very fast (Γvib
≫ 1), vibronic transport is rate-limiting. In the transport-
limited regime, the total acceptor population (Figure 2e,f)
shows a single time scale representative of the rate of vibronic
transport from the donor to the acceptor, which is followed by
rapid vibrational relaxation.
We describe the vibronic transport mechanism by the extent

of coherence (red and blue solid lines, Figure 2a) and the
potential for a rate-limiting step (green and orange dashed
lines, Figure 2a). Vibronic transport in phycobiliproteins tends
to be well approximated by an effective dimer model because of
the relatively large distances between most bilins.2,5 Surpris-
ingly, using the parameters extracted from spectroscopic
measurements, all three phycobiliproteins previously assigned
to show coherent vibronic transport3,20,21 (Supporting
Information section 4) fall well into the incoherent regime
(black box, Figure 2a). This conclusion is robust to substantial
variations in Hamiltonian parameters that might vary the ratio
of λelec to Vvib. Furthermore, this is consistent with a recent
reanalysis of a phycobiliprotein, PC645, which revealed, using
HEOM calculations, an incoherent vibronic transport mecha-
nism.5 Whereas the mechanistic map presented here assumes a
rapidly relaxing (i.e., Markovian) thermal environment, the
addition of non-Markovian modes would only allow for
coherence on time scales that are short compared with the
relaxation time scale (1/γelec). Detailed simulations of bilin
motion in PC645 suggest that a large inertial component of
nuclear reorganization occurs on a time scale of ∼20 fs, whereas
vibronic transport in both simulation and experiment is found
to occur on time scales of >500 fs, consistent with a Markovian
approximation.5 These results provide strong evidence that
vibronic transport in phycobiliproteins is incoherent. Whereas
the current model reproduces long-lived oscillations in 2D
electronic spectroscopy, further work is needed to identify
potential spectroscopic signatures of the mechanistic regimes
outlined here.
Does the incoherent nature of vibronic transport in

phycobiliproteins point toward inefficiency or an unexplained
design principle? Up to this point we have considered the high-
frequency vibration to be perfectly resonant with the energy
gap between pigments. As a result, we always see the overall
donor-to-acceptor rate (ka←d) decrease with increasing
magnitude of thermal fluctuations (Λelec). In the presence of
an energy gap between the donor and vibrationally excited
acceptor (Σvib ≠ 0), however, increasing the magnitude of
thermal fluctuations can increase the fraction of time that the
two states spend near resonance, thereby enhancing the overall

Figure 3. (a) |ρcoh| calculated by vibronic Redfield as a function of
time. (b) Overall rate from the donor to acceptor is superimposed
with the best-fit vibronic transport (ktrans) and relaxation (krelax) rates
as a function of Γvib when Λelec = 0.01. Other parameters are the same
as in Figure 2.
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donor-to-acceptor rate (red/blue line, Figure 4a), analogous to
the environmentally assisted quantum transport (ENAQT)
mechanism previously observed in electronic transport.16,17,36,37

In practice, molecular aggregates, photosynthetic pigment
protein complexes among them, have an ensemble of
conformations with slightly different pigment excitation
energies leading to energetic disorder. For phycobiliproteins,
energetic disorder is expected to have a standard deviations of
at least 10Vvib (gray line, Figure 4a), as explained in Supporting
Information section IVD. If we calculate the distribution of the
overall donor-to-acceptor rate (ka←d) in a representative
disordered ensemble (Supporting Information section IIID),
shown in Figure 4b, then we find that 50% of dimers have a rate
<0.1 when Λelec = 0.01, compared with only 4% of dimers when
Λelec = 1. Under physiological conditions, absorbed excitation
must be successfully transferred through most antenna
complexes, not merely the set of resonant complexes. In this
context, the incoherent vibronic transport mechanism of
phycobiliproteins is, in fact, better for functional light-
harvesting antennae. This points to a basic design principle
for vibronic transport: Incoherent mechanisms are more robust
to disorder and therefore are expected to be more efficient
when the magnitude of disorder exceeds the vibronic coupling.
The advantage of incoherent vibronic transport in the

presence of disorder highlights an important requirement for
engineering new materials that use a coherent vibronic
mechanism: There must be limited energetic disorder relative
to the vibronic coupling. Photosynthetic pigment protein
complexes greatly reduce energetic disorder compared with
most synthetic aggregates by reproducibly folding with specific
pigment positions and orientations, but still we find that at least
in some cases disorder can exceed the vibronic coupling.
Therefore, we suggest that one of the key challenges for
engineering materials to enable coherent vibronic transport is
to develop new synthetic structures that dramatically reduce
energetic disorder. Finally, our results also suggest that a re-
evaluation of the role of coherence in vibronic transport for
other families of photosynthetic pigment protein complexes
may be appropriate. The mechanistic map developed here
provides a simple rule-of-thumb for determining the extent of
coherence in a vibronic heterodimer. Previous work in
electronic transport has shown that the transition from

coherent to incoherent regimes, used to define the domains
of pigments appropriate for generalized Förster theory,18,19

follows similar rules of thumb as the electronic dimer. In the
case of the Fenna−Matthews−Olson (FMO) complex, for
example, the Hamiltonian parameters11 give Λelec > 3, which
suggests that vibronic transport occurs via an incoherent
mechanism, even in the presence of motional narrowing38

arising from exciton delocalization. This conclusion is
consistent with the recent reinterpretation of the 2D optical
spectra.13 Thus we expect that our current results provide a
foundation for understanding the mechanism of transport in
larger photosynthetic aggregates where coherent vibronic
transport has been proposed.9−11
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